
2. Speech, Language and Communication Needs (SLCN) in the Secondary School 
 
A) Attention and Listening skills 
Characteristics/what the child/young person needs to do 
Ability to hear what has been said 
Attending and listening to conversation, teacher, others 
Sustain attention – remain focused 
Does the student focus better where there are visual cues or able watch/take part in a 
demonstration? 
Contributing and collaborating at whole class and small group levels 
To share attention and to focus upon shared resources 
Being interested and/or motivated to listen 
Being able to select relevant auditory information and to ignore extraneous noises 
Student might begin lesson listening but switches off quickly 
Student tires easily or daydreams 
May present behavioural difficulties 
Auditory memory is also important but please refer to memory section 
 
Possible skills affected 
Attention to others in small groups or whole class 
Following instructions 
Understanding concepts and explanations 
Recalling events and a series of information 
Staying on task 
Misinterpreting tasks 
Collaborative work with peers 
Conversational skills 
Strategies to support attention and listening 
 Whole school  
Whole school speaking and listening rules/ codes of conduct 
Staff informed of particular students with attention and listening needs 
 
 General  
Clear, consistent classroom rules /expectations 
Visual reminders 
Model and praise positive role models- explicitly describing what/why was good 
Celebrate success / house points/certificates 
Reduce background noise and distractions where possible 
Breaks between parts of lessons and vary activities 
 Teacher 
Place identified child/young person near the front and place pupils in accordance with levels of 
distractibility 
Be aware of any factors that a child/young person might find particularly distracting, for 
example a flickering computer screen 
Gain student’s attention, say their name  
Encourage “getting ready to listen”- face the speaker, pens down, hands on desk/lap 
Speak clearly and slow down your rate of speech 
Simplify your language 



Identify new vocabulary and explain it 
Then identify/place key words on board 
Explain idioms and non-literal language 
Say what you will say, say it and then say what you said 
Break down instructions- “chunking” information 
Allow students time to process spoken language 
Use gesture and visual support to show what you mean 
Have realistic expectations 
Work for shorter periods of time/breaks/varied activities 
Encourage rehearsal strategies- repeating what they need to do 
Encourage child/young person to seek clarification and/or repeat what they need to do 
Encourage child/young person to talk through a task 
Check understanding regularly 
 
Support staff  
Support teacher for above and perhaps also consider the following: 
Teach active listening skills: listening for key information using picture cues or checklists, teach 
how and when to seek clarification and/or repetition, create a classroom culture to develop 
confidence in seeking clarification- noting good listening behaviours and then praising students 
when  they seek further  help 
Use visual timetables, action plans and task organiser sheets 
Forewarn child/young person of specific vocabulary and what they will need to listen for 
Use peer support/pair work 
Scaffold small group work where children/young persons are given identified roles- practice 
speaker, listener, observer where the observer identifies how much the listener was able to 
retain 
Scaffold student to take a verbal message- teach rehearsal strategies and how to chunk 
information in order to retain it 
Use recording devices to support listening memory weaknesses 
 
 
 Student 
Ask for repetition and seek clarification 
Identify and discuss problems, for example distracted by another student, unable to hear from 
position in class  
Note-take and/or listen for key points identified by others- a power point or checklist to 
annotate is often helpful for child/young person to use 
Self-evaluate/monitor attention and listening behaviours 
Discuss helpful strategies with key worker 
Monitor strategies, for example rehearsal strategies with key worker 
 
Linked resources 
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Hayden S. & Jordan E. (2012) Language for Learning in the Secondary School: a practical guide 
for supporting students with speech, language and communication needs. David Fulton 
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in the classroom.  Taskmaster Ltd 
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I CAN Classroom strategies for secondary pupils www.ican.org.uk 
“Active Listening” cue cards, Seeking clarification cue cards, Task Management boards (Ref: 
Language for Learning above). 
“Good Listening” and “Good Talking” posters produced by Task Master 
 
 
 
 
 


